“So many things are possible as long as you don’t know they’re impossible”
- Mildred D. Taylor
FSA’S INTELLIGENT DOOR SYSTEM

THE INTELLIGENT DOOR SYSTEM FEATURES ROTO’S ELECTROMECHANICAL MULTIPOINT LOCKING SYSTEM WHICH PROVIDES AN INTEGRATED, HIGH-TECH SECURITY SOLUTION FOR ANY DOOR.

With convenient keyless entry, the Intelligent Door system utilises options such as keypad, fingerprint scanning, remote control and Bluetooth devices. It’s automated and multipoint locking system activates when the door is closed ensuring that you are always safe and secure.

It’s sleek aesthetic design, unobtrusive hardware, and easy-to-use functionality make this a highly desirable solution for any home or apartment.
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS
OPENS WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

- External operation by digital keypad, remote control, bluetooth device, fingerprint scan or many other access control devices
- Manual emergency override via key cylinder
- Can be integrated into a Building Management System or operate as a standalone system

CLOSES AND LOCKS AUTOMATICALLY

- Day and night settings allow you to switch off auto locking for normal access
- Multipoint locking provides highest level of security and performance
- Comfort function allows egress at all times – no being deadlocked in the house during emergency situations

SLEEK DESIGN, NOISELESS OPERATION

- Clean flush lines
- Quiet electrical motor
- Fast operation
- Quick easy installation

EXCEPTIONAL BURGLARY RESISTANCE

- Multipoint locking (5 pt).
- Power wedge and bolts standard

OUTSTANDING THERMAL AND ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

- Sash thicknesses allow double or triple glazing
- Double perimeter gaskets possible
SO TELL ME...
WHAT’S POSSIBLE?
SPECIFICATIONS

Control Device
- Hand-held radio transmitter
- Bluetooth Sensor
- Pin code keypad
- Fingerscan

Customisation
- Night mode - door locks automatically on closing
- Day mode - door latches only, allowing external access without key or remote.

Frame & Sashes
- Timber
- PVC
- Aluminium

Glass
- Double or Triple glazing

HARDWARE

Automated Locking System (Door)
DoorSafe EneoCC electromechanical multipoint locking system Manufactured by Roto Frank
- Choice of handles

Automated Locking System (Door)